Autographs
Adam Driver as Kylo Ren
Ahmed Best as Jar Jar Binks
Alan Tudyk as K-2SO
Alden Ehrenreich as Han Solo
Andy Serkis as Supreme Leader Snoke
Ashley Eckstein as Ahsoka Tano
Billie Lourd as Kaydel Ko Connix
Billy Dee Williams as Lando Calrissian
Bobby Moynihan as Orka
Caroline Blakiston as Mon Mothma
Daisy Ridley as Rey
David Barclay, puppeteer for Yoda
David Tennant as Professor Huyang
Domhnall Gleeson as General Hux
Donald Faison as Hype Fazon
Donnie Yen as Chirrut Îmwe
Erin Kellyman as Enfys Nest
Ewan McGregor as Obi-Wan Kenobi
Forest Whitaker as Saw Gerrera
Freddie Prinze Jr. as Kanan Jarrus
Harrison Ford as Han Solo
Hayden Christensen as Darth Vader
Hermione Corfield as Tallissan "Tallie" Lintra
Ian McDiarmid as Darth Sidious
Jeremy Bulloch as Boba Fett
Kelly Marie Tran as Rose Tico
Kenny Baker as R2-D2
Lars Mikkelsen as Grand Admiral Thrawn
Laura Dern as Vice Admiral Holdo
Mads Mikkelsen as Galen Erso
Paul Bettany as Dryden Vos
Paul Reubens as RX-24
Ray Park as Maul
Riz Ahmed as Bodhi Rook
Tim Curry as Chancellor Palpatine
Warwick Davis as Weazel

Dual Autographs
Ewan McGregor as Obi-Wan Kenobi & Hayden Christensen as Anakin Skywalker
Harrison Ford as Han Solo & Adam Driver as Kylo Ren
Ray Park as Maul & Sam Witwer, voice of Maul
Erin Kellyman as Enfys Nest & Warwick Davis as Weazel
Daisy Ridley as Rey & Adam Driver as Kylo Ren
James Arnold Taylor as Obi-Wan Kenobi & Matt Lanter as Anakin Skywalker
Ashley Eckstein as Ahsoka Tano & Tiya Sircar as Sabine Wren
Jason Isaacs as The Grand Inquisitor & Taylor Gray as Ezra Bridger
Ian McDiarmid as Darth Sidious & Hayden Christensen as Darth Vader
Amanda Lawrence as Commander D'Acy & Hermione Corfield as Tallissan "Tallie" Lintra
Lars Mikkelsen as Grand Admiral Thrawn & Warwick Davis as Rukh
Nika Futterman as Asajj Ventress & James Arnold Taylor as Obi-Wan Kenobi
Billy Dee Williams as Lando Calrissian & Peter Mayhew as Chewbacca
Ray Park as Maul & Paul Bettany as Dryden Vos
Sam Witwer, voice of Maul & Paul Bettany as Dryden Vos
Billy Dee Williams as Lando Calrissian & Jeremy Bulloch as Boba Fett

Sketch Card Artist
Dan Bergren